CANADA

COURT OF APPEAL OF QUEBEC
_______________________________

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC
REGISTRY OF MONTREAL

APPELLANT

NO.:

v.

RESPONDENT
_______________________________

APPEAL FROM SENTENCE

Compulsory questionnaire to be filed with the arguments in accordance
with section 60 of the Rules of the Court of Appeal of Quebec in Criminal
Matters

Questionnaire completed by APPELLANT
On (date)

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ACCUSED
1.-

Name:

2.-

Date of birth:

3.-

Personal situation of the accused:
Married
Other:

Divorced

Single

Dependent

Specify: _____________________________
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4.-

Is the accused currently working?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

If so, what is the job?

5.-

Was the accused working at the time of the
indictment?
If so, what was the job?

6.-

Does the accused have prior convictions?
If yes, give details: (Maximum of 375 characters)

PRELIMINARY INQUIRY
7.-

Did the accused have a preliminary inquiry?
If so, when did it take place?

TRIAL
8.-

What type of trial was it?

9.-

How did the accused plead at trial?

10.

What is/were the offence(s) for which the accused was convicted and,
for each conviction, indicate the sections of the Criminal Code (or other
statute) that were violated:

By a judge and jury
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11.- Duration of the trial?
12.

Date of the conviction? (Date of the
judgment)

13.- Were there co-accused?

Yes

No

If so, identify them and whether they were convicted and what sentence
was imposed on them:
Identity of other
co-accused

Guilty/
Acquitted

Sentence

Specify:

Guilty

Guilty

Guilty

Guilty

Guilty
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SENTENCE
14.- In what district was the sentence imposed?
15.- Was there a pre-sentence report?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

If so, attach it.

16.- Were there any medical or psychiatric reports?
If so, attach them.

17.- Did the victim make a written statement?
If so, attach it.

18.- Was the sentence a joint submission made by the
Crown and the defence at first instance?
a)

If so, what was the joint submission? (Maximum of 250 characters)

b)

If not, what sentence did the Crown suggest? (Maximum of 250
characters)

c)

If not, what sentence did the defence suggest? (Maximum of 250
characters)
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19.- What is the name of the judge who
rendered the sentencing judgment?
20.- What is the date of the sentence (date of
the judgment)?
21.- What sentence was imposed?
22.- Was the accused incarcerated after he was
sentenced?

Yes

No

If so, where was the accused incarcerated?

APPEAL
23.-

Was the accused released from custody pending
the appeal judgment?

Yes

No

24.-

Is there any new evidence?

Yes

No

If so, attach it.

OTHER INFORMATION
25.- How long was the accused held in custody
(at first instance as well as on appeal)?
26.- Specify any other information deemed important:
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